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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

Looming Insolvency?
Stare It Down!
hile the
exceptionally
high
vratures of recent
weeks have led to
unprecedented and
sustained demand for air
conditioning products, the
overall industry picture is
still far removed from the
upbeat forecasts as
predicted by the CIF and
carried in our June cover
story. Indeed, a number of
readers took issue with the
slant of the article saying
that, while the figures
quoted may indeed be
technically correct, they
"sent but "illusory"
1 wth and fall down under
critical economic scrutiny.

W

BSNews' subsequent
'phone survey of various
building services sectors
supports this contention.
There is no denying that a
few product categories most notably air
conditioning, refrig~tion
and related support services
- are on a high with
demand outstripping supply
but, for the most part, these
are the exceptions.
Everyone agrees that the
situation has bottomed out

and that the evidence is
there of a very real
turnaround. However, the
pace at which this is being
experienced is slow. More
importantly, the benefits it
entails will take even
longer to filter down and be
realised. In the meantime,
there are many companies
who lie wounded from the
difficulties of recent years.
They are hanging on by
their fingertips and are now
in danger of faltering with
salvation in sight.
Faced with this dilemma,
responsible company
directors and senior
management go to
excessive lengths to stave
off the ultimate crises, i.e.,
talking to insolvency
experts. However, the more
constructive course of
action is to call them in
straight away, not when
everything has actually
failed. Such specialists
have gained invaluable
insights in recent years and
this information can very
often be put to good use to
help a company recover
from a financial crisis and
prevent its demise.
More and more the

financial gurus are talking
of insolvency in the context
of restructuring and
recovery and, while it is
very easy to be turned off
by the jargon and hype, this
new development does
indeed make sense.
The message is, when faced
with a looming crisis, don't
conceal it from your
financial advisors. Take the
situation to them at the
earliest possible
opportunity and ask them

to devise a preventative and
recovery strategy. Talking
to insolvency experts early
enough may in fact mean
the difference between
requiring their ultimate
services or not. The
prospect of insolvency is
not the end of the line ...
being faced with that
prospect and refusing to
tackle it genuinely and with
determination is. See also
BSNews Better Business,
page 22.

J J Sampson & Son Celebrates 75 years

Pictured with the ISO 9002 Certificate following Its award to JJ
Sampson & Son recently are (seated) John Sampson, Managing
Director and Tony O'Connor, Quality Assurance Coordinator.
Standing: Lealle Mason, Manager, Internal sales/customer
support; Davld Sampson, Director, heating and energy
management controls; and Davld KJIIaIea, refrigeration and air
conditioning. It'. 8ppf'OprIate that the company should receive
such
I'd given that It ceIebratM 75 ye8J81n busI.... this
also tou......... fuII-coIour ...... 8IIIrtIng
11.
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Q-IAPPEE Oil &Gas Fired Cast-Iron Boilers

NXR3

Range - 70/290 kW

NXR4

Range - 260/800 kW

The High-powered Boiler

Chappee NXR3 and NXR4 cast-iron boilers with generous heat exchange surfaces enhance heat transfers, and therefore make the most of the combustion process
making these boilers amongst the most efficient in the market.
Moreover, its double insulation, featuring one 50mm layer of glass wool on the glass fabric surrounding the exchanger and one 50mrn layer around the casing,
reduces dramatically the heat radiation losses.
Thanks to the design qualities of its exchanger and its insulation, the Chappee boilers achieve crucial energy savings and minimises pollution.

D
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J J SAMSPON &SON CELEBRATE 75 YEARS
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This year marks J J Sampson & Son's 75th anniversary. Throughout the last
three-quarters of a century the company has been to the forefront with the
introduction of innovative new products and pioneering applications solutions.
See centre pages.

• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.

Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
S
Contractors'
A,:>":> tation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
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TRADE NEWS

Sales Soar at
Season Control
The country's recent fine weather
has had great impact on general
sales in the air conditioning and
ventilation industry, including the
complete sell-out of
oscillating/seasonal fans.
Season Control has reacted
swiftly to ensure its stock of
industrial fans - 710,630,560
diameters - meets the often
urgent requirements of larger
factories when these type of
conditions prevail for any length
of time.
Season Control has also been
dealing with a sizeable increase
in enquiries relating to the air
conditioning front, and has been
prepared for the boost in this
sector of the business.
The recent launch by Season
Control of the Nimrod series of
direct-drive, centrifugal fans
could not have been better timed.
Nimrod has found itself
unrivalled in the market and
Season Control has seen sales
increase in tandem with the

temperature increase. With the
flexibility of Season Control's
manufacturing, these fans suit all
demands and applications,
whether roof, inline, twin-suction
or acoustic.
Any increase in demand puts
tremendous pressure on
manufacturers to meet deadlines.
Again Season Control has
adapted its management of
pro,duction facilites, applying
new planning and reviewing
procedures and introducing new
production methods. In the short
term this has meant a decrease in
lead times. Long term Season
Control should see a significant
increase in production figures.
It is this type of constant review
that has seen Season Control's
prices and discounts make them
the leading competitive
manufacturer and supplier of
heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and filtration
products.

J J SAMPSON & SON BEST
CANDIDATE AWARD

Carrier Intelligent Chiller Control
An "intelligent" stand-alone electronic chiller control called "ProDialog", has been launched by Carrier. It will replace electromechanical controls and the Carrier Flotronic 1.
Behind the development of the new Pro-Dialog control is the idea of
simplicity of operation for the system operator or maintenance
engineer. It is only necessary to push the symbol you want to get the
data you want. Pro-Dialog's clear numeric display incorporates a
touch-sensitive schematic diagramme of the chiller system and a 10menu touch pad. Behind the illuminated segments is a complex
package of microelectronics. These can control everything the
chiller does, monitoring its condition at 80 points, examining all
safety parameters and adjusting the Carrier electronic expansion
valve which has 1500 discrete positions.
Contact: Adrian Cooke, Walker Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 8300844.

PHEX
Ireland
Roadshow
September sees the inaugral
PHEX Ireland, a new series of
exhibitions aimed solely at the
Irish domestic plumbing and
heating industry. The shows
will be held in Dublin and
Belfast, with many major UK
manufacturers represented by
leading local distributors, while
others are exhibiting in their
own right. Irish manufacturers
will also be exhibiting
including Potterton Myson,
Quality Plastics, Firebird and
Ar-Met Plastics.
A broad cross-section of
exhibitors means that visitors
will be able to view the latest
product offerings in boilers,
controls, fires, radiators,
sanitaryware, showers and
tools.

Appreciating that many heating
and plumbing installers have
difficulty visiting exhibitions
during the day due to work
commitments, the shows are
open in the evening between
6pm and 9.30pm. A free buffet
meal will be served.
The PHEX Ireland Roadshow
venues are in easily accessible
locations with good car parking
facilities and excellent links
with public transport. For
instance, the series begins in
Jury's Hotel, Dublin on
Mondayrruesday 25/26
September. On Monday t
show will open from 6pm to
9.30pm and on Tuesday it will
open between 11am and
3.30pm.
The show will then move to the
Kings Hall Conference Centre
in Belfast for Wednesday and
Thursday, 27/28 September.
The Belfast show will open

Warsaw HVAC Fair

David Sampson, J J Sampson & Son with Shay Murray, Assistant Head of
Department, Dublin Institute of Technology, Bolton Street; and Andy
Cambell of Rink Air Conditioning, receiving his "J J Sampson & Son Ltd
Best Candidate Award for Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 1995".

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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Instalexpo '95, the fourth international trade fair for sanitary
installation, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, to be held in
Warsaw Palace of Culture from 6 to 9 September, is breaking all
previous records.
More than 250 exhibitors from 13 countries have already registered
for tbe Fair, including Buderus, Bosch, Viessmann, Vaillant, Stiebel
Eltron and Villroy and Bach.
4
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Batimat/lnterclima
Paris Extravaganza

The Trianco Eurostar oil-fired
(boilerhouse version)
will make its Irish debut at
PHEX in Dublin and Belfast.

between 6pm and 9.30pm on
Wednesday and from llam to
3.30pm on Thursday.
Contact: PHEX organisers.
Tel: 0044 181 680 4200.

Batimat and Interclima will
occupy the total area of the
two biggest exhibition sites in
Pari in November - the
Paris-Porte de Versailles
Exhibition Centre (Batimat)
and the Paris-Nord Exhibition
Centre (Batimat &
Interclima). The entire
exhibition will cover 418,000
sq m.
At Porte de Versailles,
Batimat Construction will be
the showcase for the
construction industry,
finishing , tools and
equipment. At Paris-Nord,
Batimat Confort will cover
bathroom installations and
fittings, plumbing, tiling,

lighting and electrical
equipment sectors; Interclima
will represent the heating,
ventilation and airconditioning industries.
One of the main events of the
exhibition will be the
Innovation Competition,
highlighting new innovations
on the market since the last
session of Batimatllnterclima.
I

A shuttle service will run
between the two exhibition
sites and there will also be
regular helicopter flights
Gourney time: 15 minutes)
and additional metro and
expres RER trains.
A range of new services is
planned to optimise direct

contacts between
international visitors and
exhibiting manufacturers. For
instance, for the first time, the
Batimat Exhibition will have
an international area at the
Paris Exhibition Centre at
Porte de Versailles. All the
French foreign trade bodies
will be represented there.
Then there are the theme
trails. There will be 10 in all
covering the key activity
sectors at Batimat and
Interclima. They will be
arranged free of charge for
foreign visitors while
personalised theme trail can
also be organised on request.
Contact: Patricia Spillane,
French Embassy, Commercial
Section.
Tel: 01 - 6612535.

-----abt on the bend§.
Multikwik connectors remain watertight and airtight in the
toughest conditions. Moulded from strong flexible
ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer, they're
~ designed to work with unfailing dedication
~.
to duty year after year after year.
A range of over eighty simple-to-fit sizes
'I
and a whole host of uniquely gripping
i;'
features make life easier for installers.
//
With certification by the British Board of
'
Agrement, plus thirty years of
experience, Multikwik is a name that spells
/ ./'
Y'
complete confidence for Specifiers,
Merchants, Contractors and Plumbers.
/
Be sure, be better, be a genuine Multikwik fitter.
It's the certain way to be well connected .

1 '\

J~

..JI}ultil4wil4
THERE IS ONLY ONE

01

Contact:
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co Dublin. Sales: Tel. (01) 628 0696. Fax. (01) 6281119.
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Radon and
Methane
Venting

DunhamBush
Heating

Ventform is a new floor
insulation product from
Southern Chemicals claimed to
be the most efficient and costeffective means of venting out
methane and radon gases.

Supercomfort Series 'A' fan
convector heaters from
Dunham-Bush are a new high
pecification range of units
which include, as standard,
adjustable LTC, access panel
locks and (on room models)
fitted air thermostats for
automatic control.

Designed as a shutter for use
beneath ground floor slabs,
Ventform is moulded entirely
from expanded polystyrene
blocks, which are CFC and
HFC free.
Southern Chemicals' John Nash
explains: ''The design is simple,
but very effective. Ventform
comprises a flat slab of
aerobord supported underneath
by protruding legs. The legs
assist airflow and create an
equivalent clear flow path of
500mm.m-1 in each direction.
And with the legs accounting
for just 20% of the void beneath
the slab, Ventform's design has
been shown to be measurably
more effective than the
alternatives".

They work in conjunction with
a pumped hot water system to
provide quiet, efficient rapid
respon e warm air heating and
comfortable conditions in
schools, offices and other
similar applications. Heat
outputs range from 2.64 to
12.73 kW at medium speed.
Dunham-Bush has appointed a
network of distributor tockists
with the ability to supply these
goods over the counter and to
provide first-class technical
back-up. The appointee in
Ireland is Eurogas.

Contact: John Nash.
Tel: 061-392103.

Contact: Des Prendergast,
Eurogas. Tel: 01 - 286 8244.

Superior Fire
Rated Ductwork
from Finheat

tixing and jointing of the
ductwork which are consistent
with modem single proces
fast-track construction
techniques. The systems are
engineered to achieve full
integrity and stability and they
do not exceed allowable
reduction in cross- 'ectioned
area.

Using their vast experience
coupled with knowledge gained
in consultation with passive fire
protection experts, Senior
Hargreaves has developed a
range of fire-rated ductwork
that meets all requirements.
The range includes double-. kin
steel cross-linked constructions
with an inert insulating core
that is protected from
tampering and site damage.
Additionally, special
techniques were developed for

The range comprises HSD
(Hargreaves Smoke Duct);
HFD Original (Hargreaves Fire
Duct Original); and HFD TwoHour which possesses different
insulation performances.
Contact: Jim King, Finheat.
Tel: 01 - 623 4222.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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'Rub Out' Limescale with
Rub Clean
Showers in hard water
areas suffer from
limescale build up which
can block up the spray
jets in a matter of weeks.
The Newteam Rub Clean
handset clears away
calcium, limescale and
other deposits at a fraction of the cost of other methods.
Rub Clean is practical and simple. The spray plate of the shower
head is made from a plastic called Evoprene. This rubber compound
is firm yet flexible and is technically said to have a "high memory
value", which means it has the ability to remember its original
shape. Limescale on the other hand, a it builds up in a shower
hard and brittle. Rubbing a h@ld across the Evoprene spray plate
bends and deforms the spray jets, cracking away the brittle limescale
which is then washed out by the water flow. The spray jets
immediately spring back into the right shape, after the bather has
"rubbed out" the limescale.
The Rub Clean range comprises four handsets - the Ski Single, a
single spray handset. suitable for electric showers of 6kW+ or low
flow gravity fed shoers; The Ski Single + Plate which has high/Iow
easily-interchanged flow plate and is designed for electric showers
of 8.5kW+ and combie or multi-point fed shoers; The Ski Variable
handset which has a choice of three spray settings and suits 8.5kW+
electric', combis and multipoints; and the Ski Massage, a full 3mode handset complete with spray, massage and relax functions
designed for low performance power showers, 1/2 bar pressure
combie and multipoint showers.

Refrigerant Leak Detector
The first ever high-intensity UV refrigerant leak detector is
available from Anglo ordic. The patented 200 Watt trobe
lighting system - called the Strobalite - is said to offer superior
operating speed and ability to disclose leaks, irrespective of the
prevailing conditions. Discharge as small as 7 gram /year are
instantaneously made vi ible, even in sunny conditions.
Easy to operate, all that is required to check equipment for leaks is
to inject an additive into the refrigerant line. Once this has been
circulated by operating the AC or refrigeration machinery, all areas
are checked with the lightweight, hand-held Strobalite, a bright
fluorescent glow pin-pointing the location of any leaks.
Non-corrosive to metals, and safe with plastic pipes, additives are
available for all air conditioning/refrigeration systems and
lubricants, and may be left permanently in the system ready for
future checks to be carried out.
Contact: Anglo Nordic. Tel: 0044 181 9790988.

6
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.~APV
APV - Providing
EnvironmentalFriendly Refrigeration
Solutions
s legislation to protect
the environment
governing industrial
operations and manufacturing
processes becomes stricter, the
refrigeration industry is faced
with the demanding task of
devising conforming
refrigeration solutions which
are also cost-effective to
implement.

A

APY has a wealth of
experience in dealing with such
challenges with a history of
specialisation in refrigeration
stretching back to the early
I 870s. A century of experience
in dealing with customers
needs is reflected in the unique
service the company offers
today with APY still to the
forefront in pioneering new
techniques and systems which
invariably become the industry
norm.

processing for meat, vegetables
and other specialist foodstuffs.
To ensure a focussed service in
this respect, APY has
reorganised its Irish operation
with APY Ireland Refrigeration
now operating as a stand-alone,
dedicated operation under the
direction of General Manager
Noel May. Noel has a wealth of
experience of the Irish
refrigeration industry and he in conjunction with
Engineering Manager Colin
Hugget and Service Manager
Frank Healy - are now in the
process of implementing a
tailor-made service devised
specifically for the Irish
marketplace.
This is known as Super Cover
and comprises a fully-

Noel May, General Manager

comprehensive maintenance
and service package.
With APY Ireland acting as an
autonomous unit, flexible
response can be offered to
customers based on local
decision-making, backed by the
full expertise and strength of
the APY group.
APY now offers a turnkey
contract capability involving

APV Refrigeration Applications

Not surprisingly, APY is a
The scope and flexibility of the service offered by APY
quality-assured company
Ireland Refrigeration is extensive and caters for every
approved to BS 5750: Part I;
conceivable refrigeration and air conditioning application.
ISO 9001; En 29001: 1987.
These include:Quite simply, APY designs
o
Food Processing
systems which conform with
o
Food Storage
(and very often exceed) all set
o Brewing
regulations governing the
o Soft Drinks
refrigeration requirements of
everything from the
o Petrochemical
~
pharmaceutical, chemical,
o Pharmaceutical
..
personal care and
o Chemical
•
petrochemical industries
o Plastics
through to brewing and food
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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APV

design, procurement,
engineering, installation and
commissioning of major
projects, while pre-engineered
packaged refrigeration
solutions are also available.
Highly-qualified, in-house
automation engineers use th
latest and most advanced
computer technology to
produce individual software
packages for each particular
application.
Complementing this facility is
a team of equally-well
qualified service engineers.
Between them they repre ent a
wealth of experience and
technical know-how which is
continuously updated by way
of mandatory educationals of
both an academic and practical
nature.
APY Ireland employs 120
people throughout the 32
counties of Ireland and
operates out of offices in
Dublin, Belfast, Cork and

8
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known new
refrigerants being
introduced. This is
especially important
in today's everchanging
marketplace with all
manner of
variations coming
on stream as CFCs
continue to be
phased out.
Indeed, the wheel
has turned full
circle in this respect
in the case of one
newly-proposed
solution. Ammonia
is now making a
comeback as a CFC
alternative but, in
the case of APY, it
has never gone out
Colin Hugget, Engineering Manager
of fashion. In fact,
APY was
Limerick. The main
responsible for the original
headquarters is located at a
installation of the industrial
purpose-built 15,000 sq ft,
ammonia plant at the Guinness
office/warehouse complex in
headquarters in St lames St in
Dublin but the various
the
heart of Dublin 40 years
engineering teams are locally
based and live and work within
ago. To this day APY
their own respective regions
continues to oversee its
out of the local ised bases.
successful operation and can
boast a 100% safety record
As one would expect of a
throughout
that period.
company of APY's market
standing, its commitment to
devising environmental. ndly solution to all
geration problems is a
prime objective. All equipment
coming on stream from APY is
suitable for operation on all

Arising out of its long-standing
experience with ammonia,
APY has developed a
commercial range of water
chillers that offer safe, longterm, environment-friendly,
efficient and cost-effective

Prestigious Projects
The list of prestigious
projects and unique
packages devised by APV
Ireland Refrigeration for
Irish clients of repute reads
like a Who's Who? of the
country's top companies.
Listed here is a crosssection of those firms
which shows the extensive
scope of the solutions
devised for the various
applications and industries
concerned.

o
o
o

Guinness Brewery

o

Green Isle Frozen
Foods

o
o

Coca Cola

Pfitzer Chemicals
Fyffes Vegetable/Fruit
Distribution

Avondale Chemicals

o Ely LiIly

o
o

Artic Fish
McArdle & Moore
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solutions for air
conditioning
application .
Refrigeration
competencies
extend to the
provision of
freezing systems
applied by a number
of the leading
convenience foods
manufacturers in
Ireland where
expertise in
refrigeration and
food technologies
are effectively
combined.
Other specialist
refrigeration
applications
specifically devised
for large-scale Irish
food suppliers have
Frank Healy, Service Manager
also led to additional
as challenges to which, with
benefits. For instance, a unique
the careful application of inrefrigeration system developed
house knowledge, experience
primarily to ensure that
and
expertise, solutions can be
foodstuffs remained in peak
devised
which are both
condition resulted in their
problem-solving and costhelf-life being extended by
effective to implement.
three to four days.
This produced
enormous
unforeseen cost
benefits.
These two examples
perhaps be t
illustrate the real
strength of the APY
service. Somewhat
uniquely, APY
Ireland
Refrigeration has the
ability and expertise
to devise tailormade solutions for
particular
applications and to
subsequently adapt
and develop that
Geraldine O'Conner, Administration
concept into a
package with broad indu trywide applications.
More than anything else the
APY service is about
flexibility. Refrigeration
problems - no matter what the
industry - are viewed merely

Contact

Noel May,
General Manager.
Tel: 01 - 295 0950
BSNews, July/August 1995 7
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York ACR Ireland Steps Up a Gear
ollowing the opening of its
dedicated Irish office a couple
of years ago, York ACR Ireland
has captured a significant
market share of the country's
burgeoning air conditioning industry
and, in doing so, consolidated and
enhanced its reputation for delivering
quality products via an equally qualityconscious package of support
mechanisms.

F

This year saw the company embark on
a new development phase,
commencing with the strengthening of
the sales team under newly-appointed
Sales Manager Austin McDermott.
Austin has been with York ACR Ireland
since it set up its Irish office and he has
first hand experience of - and been
very much part of - the market
penetration of the York brand

throughout the entire country.

Austin McDermott, Sales Manager (centre) with
senior sales personnel Philip McEvitt (left) and
Pat Byrne (right).

York Unitary Range
The York unitary range applies to
anything up to 50 tons and includes
splits; packaged roof-top equipment
(heat pumps or gas heating); small
chillers; heat pumps; condensing units;
window units; portables; and fan coil
units.
Contact: Philip McEvitt.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D70D9R
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York is a multi-faceted organisation with
a worldwide standing as one of the air
conditioning industry's pioneering
stallwarts, always to the forefront with
the development of new products
incorporating the latest state-of-the-art
technology and technical know-how.
Research and design accounts for a
significant portion of the annual budget
and this is patently obvious when one
looks at the diversity of product within
the range and the extensive scope of
applications.
The full extent of the large portfolio is
readily available on the Irish market with
stocks being held at York ACR Ireland's
purpose-designed office and warehouse
complex which is strategically located at
Ballymount Cross, immediately adjacent
to the Naas Road. This facilitates
instant access to the main road network
leading south while the new Dublin ringroad system literally runs by the
company's door, allowing for instant

access to all areas of the city and to
Northern and Western primary road
routes.
York ACR Ireland comprises three
principal operations - sales;
warehousing/stock availability, inc ,,1g
spares; and service/maintenance. Each
of the functions has its own
independence and performs
accordingly. This is especially so of the

Applied Systems
o

Packaged air and water-cooled
chillers
Large condensing units
Large screw and centrifugal chillers

o
o

Air-cooled screw chillers

o

Packaged air-cooled ammonia
chillers

o

Applied refrigeration

Absorption machines

Contact: Austin McDermott or Pat
Byrne
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Unitary Distributors
o

Leinster
Tempar. Contact: Damien Parlour.
Tel: 01 - 668 3855;

o

Waterford
Ideal Technics. Contact Gerry Kelly.
Tel: 051 - 90202;

o

Cork
Prime Air. Contact: Tom Sheridan.
Tel: 021 - 318508;

o

Galway
Air Conditioning Centre. Contact: Michael Reynolds.
Tel: 091 - 66070.

Administration - Marie Whelan with Majella Byrne

latter with various planned maintenance
pa
es on offer to suit individual
req ements. This is apart from the
normal after-sales service support
provided which applies 24 hours a day,
365 days of the
year.

precedence at all times.
Complementing this direct service is a
network of appointed and fully
accredited unitary distributors and
authorised installers (see panels).

Apart from the
obvious
The policy at York ACR Ireland
attributes and
However, in
is very much about providing
consequent
practice the
benefits of the
interaction and
tailor-made solutions to
products
communication
customers air conditioning/
themselves, it
between each
is this
of the
refrigeration requirements
dedication to
respective
customer
constituents of
satisfaction which sets York ACR Ireland
the overall operation is such that
apart from many of its competitors. The
dividing lines are blurred, the objective
quality ethos permeates right throughout
of satisfying customers' needs taking

all levels of the company and is reflected
in the professionalism with which all
functions are carried out in dealing with
customers. Nonetheless, it is not so
dominant as to obliterate the human
element of customer relations. All York
ACR Ireland personnel deal very much
on a personal, one-to-one basis with
customers which, apart from
underpinning the "partnership" trading
relationship, also allows for flexibility and
indeed common sense to prevail where
appropriate.
The policy at York ACR Ireland is very
much about providing tailor-made
solutions to customers air
conditioning/refrigeration requirements.
York personnel work with the client,
advising and guiding along the way from
an early stage to ensure that the correct
need and requirement has been
identified before proposing and
subsequently installing and
commissioning the final package.
York ACR Ireland ... working for you by
working with you.

ISEP. Contact: Kevln Howy.
Tel: 042 36358;

Limerick
O'Neill Sales. Contact: Philip O'Neill.
Tel: 061 - 313888;
Limerick Refrigeration.
Contact: Ger English.
Tel: 061 - 414480.
Colm Mulally discussing a project with Harold Egan, Service Manager
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Beech Park
sponsored by Coolair
Class 1

1st - Mick Carroll (8) 35 pts,
Slade Valley
2nd - Mick Matthews (8)
34 pts, Newlands
3rd - Michael Morrissey (7)
33 pts, Dun Laoghaire
Class 2

1st - John Lawlor (13) 38 pts,
Blainroe
2nd - Gerry Phelan (15)
35 pts, Old Conna
3rd - Ray Byrne (16) 30 pts,
Old Conna, Back 9

Captain's Outing
sponsored by BSS
Winner - Ger Hutchinson (9)
40 pts, Old Conna
Class 1

1st - Gerry Baker (7) 33 pts,
Bray
2nd - Joe Warren (11) 30 pts,
Baltray, B9
3rd - Tony Gillen (11) 30 pts,
Hermitage, B9
Class 2

1st - Brendan Bracken (13) 36
pts, Trim
2nd - John Lawlor (12),35-2 =
33 pts, Blainroe
3rd - Eamonn McGrattan (12)
32 pts, Clontarf, B9
Class 3

1st - Michael Hannon (20)
34 pts, Bray
2nd - Terry Maher (21) 32 pts,
Baltray
3rd - Dave Harris (16) 31 pts,
Skerries
Visitors

1st - P Wilkinson (18) 38 pts,
Howth
2nd - Kevin Sheerin (12) 35
pts, B9, Baltray

Class 3

1st - Brian Redmond (19)
35 pts, W/Bridge
2nd - P Delaney (17) 34 pts,
Beechpark
3rd - T Mullins (19) 32 pts,
Knockanally
Visitors

1st - Ray Gibson (15) 30 pts,
Beechpark
2nd - Frank Diggins (17)
32 pts, Lucan
Front 9 - Tim O'Flaherty (19)
18 pts
Back 9 - Eoin O'Brien (22)
17 pts

BTU Beech Park - Sean Farrell, overall winner, receiving his
prize from John Lawlor, Coolair (sponsors). Also in the picture is
Gerry Baker.

Front 9

1st - S Farrell, 20 pts, Slade
Valley
2nd - Brendan Stack, 19 pts,
Royal Dublin

Irish Retain
Trophy
The third bi-annual golf
match between the Irish and
North-Eastern BTU
Societies produced a very
fine contest which resulted
in both sides having the
same commulative points.
However, the Irish won
following a count back on
the nines.
The match was played in
Slayey Hall - which Christy
O'Connor is associated with
- the team comprising Frank
Somers; Tim O'Flaherty;
Gerry Phelan; Sean Smith;
John Lawlor; Mick Carroll;
Sean Farrell; and Brendan
Bracken.

Captain's Outing - Captain Cave Sampson with John Brophy,
BSS, sponsors on the day and Cave Harris, 3rd in Class 3.

Back 9

1st - Des Prendergast,
17 pts, Old Conna, B6
2nd - Dave Sampson,
17 pts, Royal Dublin

•
The victorious Irish
BTU Team pictured
in Slayey Hall

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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•

Captain's Outing - Captain Cave Sampson with John Brophy of
BSS, sponsors on the day and Brendan Bracken who won
Class 2.
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CELEBRATING 75
~~dllllhhll YEARS IN BUSINESS

~~~

J J Sampson & Son,

Above and right: Danfoss-Randall building and
energy-management controls L-

----=~!!IIIIJI!Il

through their 75 years in
business, have always
satisfied customer
requirements with a high
quality products portfolio
supported by committed,
well-informed, personnel.
Be it Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning, Heating and
Energy Management
Controls, or Industrial
Process Equipment,
J J Sampson & Son has a
solution to ensure
customer satisfaction.

./

Ever-changing market conditions
demand more choice and a far greater
variety of individual products from
suppliers. Additionally, the overlapping
and varying use of products in
different industries calls for a very
high level of technical expertise and
application know-how.
Danfoss refrigeration and air conditioning controls

This has been the hallmark
J J Samspon & Son, born out of the
confidence of being in business in
such a dynamic and demanding
trading environment for 75 years.
OVER THE YEARS

Danfoss industrial instrumentation and process controls

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
DOI:
10.21427/D70D9R
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Right from when the company founder
- Jack J Sampson - first established
the business in 1920, it has been
renowned for devising highly
innovative solutions and inventive
products.
This same philosophy was maintained
and re-inforced by his son, Brendan,
when he assumed responsibility for
the company in 1960, and has since
been passed in turn to his sons John
and David, who now represent the
third generation in the business.
14
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Pictured with the ISO 9002 Certificate
following its award to JJ Sampson & Son
recently are (seated) John Sampson,
Managing Director and Tony O'Connor,
Quality Assurance Coordinator. Standing:
Leslie Mason, Manager, internal
sa slcustomer support; David Sampson,
or, heating and energy management
co, rols; and David Killalea, refrigeration
and air conditioning.

Many suppliers and customers alike
have been trading with the company
for a great many years.
From the suppliers side, this can be
seen by the fact of the company's
successful trading relationship as
distributors for J & G Coughtrie of
Glasgow (amenity lighting) since the
mid 1940s and for Danfoss a/s,
Denmark (automative controls and
instrumentation) since 1951.

Today, with
increasing
manufacturing
representation and
an ever-expanding
products portfolio,
J J Sampson & Son
is strategically
placed to offer their
customers a wide
and varied choice
from some of the
world's leading
controls and
instrumentation
suppliers. This is
Carel Infrared LED Electronic Controls
supported and
complemented by a
factory/manufacturing process, thereby
team of highly trained, qualified and
ensuring a strong and effective line of
experienced engineers, providing
communication.
products and applications solutions to
meet today's industrial and
ISO ACCREDITATION
This strength is further reinforced by
environmental specifications.
the fact that all principals' products are
To ensure a dedicated level of service
quality assured to IS09001 and are
in each of the applications covered, the
further
complemented by
product portfolio is divided into three
J J Sampson & Son IS09002 Quality
groups - Refrigeration and Air
Assurance accreditation.
Conditioning; Industrial
Instrumentation; and HVAC and Energy
Management Controls.
With all its principals, J J Sampson &
Son enjoy sole distribution status. In
effect this means direct access to the
Pictured left are some
of the pioneering
inventions of JJ
Sampson & Son
company founder, Jack
Sampson. Jack was
forever devising and
subsequently design
and making inventive
products to meet
everyday commercial
requirements of the
day. Included above a
just a number of the
inventions to his credit.
They are a cheesecutting machine; "Baby
Power" cork pulls; a
patent egg testing and
stamping machine;
printing dyes for milk
bottle tops - over 250
different dairies had
their own individual
bottle tops; lead seals
for registered mail
bags.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995

For many companies with a pedigree
stretching back three quarters of a
century, there is often the tendency to
be retrospective ... not so with
J J Sampson & Son.
While extremely proud of its success to
date and the fact that 1995 marks the
75th anniversary, the celebratory mood
is very firmly focussed on the future
and what can be achieved over the
coming years. Somewhat ironically, it is
this forward looking philosophy which
has contributed to the fact that it
actually enjoys such an illustrious and
successful past.
Together with their long established
suppliers and customers, J J Sampson
& Son have created a success story
stretching back over 75 years.

J J Sampson & Son continues to
support and service customers
requirements by working in conjunction
with market-leading suppliers to source
quality products which, when combined
with J J Sampson & Son's quality
service, result in quality solutions.
BSNews, July/August 1995 13
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Industrial Processing

The Product
Portfolio
JJ Sampson & Son's product
portfolio comprises products and
related accessories for the
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning,
Heating, Energy Management, and
Industrial Process Industries. It's
made up of market-leading brands
which are only available through
exclusive distributors JJ Sampson
& Son. Products in the range have
IS09001 quality approval, and this is
complemented by JJ Sampson &
Son's IS09002 Quality Assurance
accreditation.

Dantoss
Flow and mass/density meters
Micronics
Non-intrusive and portable flow meters
Danfoss
Variable speed drives
Dantoss
Industrial instrumentation
Danfoss Variable Speed Drives (VLT)

HVAC
Dantoss-Randall
Heating controls, programmers and
timers
TEC
Heating management systems

Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning

IPS
Ventilation sock systems

Dantoss
Refrigeration and air conditioning controls

Dantoss
Burner and boiler controls

Dantoss
Compressors and condensing units

Carel
Electronic thermostats, programmers and
controllers

Adap-Kool
Refrigeration control and monitoring
systems
Jimi Heat
Antifreeze heater tapes
Carel
Electronic thermostats, programmers and
humidifiers
A'Gramkow
Refrigeration production process
equipment for evacuation, charging and
testing
Danvalve
Isolators and shut-off valves

Electrical
Dantoss
Motor control gear
Schlegel
Control panel indicators and terminals
Dantoss
Flow and mass/density meters

Kamstrup
Process instrumentation
Socla
Control valves and accessories for water
treatment systems
Jimi Heat
Heat mats and drum heaters

David sampson
Dave Lindfield
Internal Sales & Customer
Support
LesUe Mason

Danfoss
Variable speed drives

Internal Sales &
Instrumentation Controls
Brendan Canning

Coughtrie
Amenity and security lighting

Internal Sales & Service
Clinton Pratt

Jimi Heat
Heater tape and heater mats

Order Handling & Logistics
Tom Martin
Project Sales
(HVAC Products)
Brian Maguire
Project Sales (Industrial
Processing Systems)
Pat Bermingham

J. J. SAMPSON & SON LTD
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111;
Fax: 01 - 626 9334
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
Jlmi-Heat cut-to-Iength heater tapes
DOI: 10.21427/D70D9R
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Potterton Myson
Energy-Efficiency
Envoy
nergy efficiency is now a crucial
factor in building design,
construction and subsequent
usage. Be it commercial, industrial or
domestic, regulating controls - coupled
with the demands of specifiers and
consumers alike - have led to the
introduction of hjghly-advanced "green"
products.

E

In this respect Potterton Myson has
played a pioneering role. In recent years
the company has introduced a great
y innovative products incorporating
sign features which have set industry
benchmarks. This applies right across
the broad spectrum of the entire
Potterton Myson range, the latest such
introduction being that of the new
Envoy condensing boiler.
While the boiler market has seen a
number of condensing boilers come and
go in recent years, condensing
technology has finally entered a new era
with the Envoy. After years of research
and market analysis, the Envoy
combines up to 96% efficiency with
even greater flexibility and ease of
installation.
Based on the highly-successful Prima P,
Potterton Envoy is the smallest
condensing boiler on the market. At
only 520 mm high, 450 mm wide and
300 mm deep, it allows for discreet
siting in any kitchen, and is launched
with a complete trade support package.

Potterton Myson is mming
the boiler at all sectors of
the market, including the
contract market where
specifiers, local authorities
and housing associations
all face new energy-rating
requirements. The Envoy
will give them immense
flexjbility. It is simple to
install and, due to its
revolutionary aluminium
heat exchanger, is light
and compact. Potterton
Myson confidently
promises genuine "one-man
installation".

Potterton Myson's Envoy combines up to 96% efficiency
with flexibility and ease of installation

Potterton Myson Managing Director
Sean Hanratty says talks of a
"substantial payback estimated at two or
three years, and a Hfetime return of
between 22% and 55% on the
investment, depending on the property".
Just recently Potterton Myson received a
top award for its range of energyefficient products, this prize-winning
performance being led by its "perfect"
condensing boiler, the Envoy.
The award - presented at the prestigious
Energy Efficient Housing showcase in
London - was for the best marketing of
its energy-efficient products. The clarity
with wmch the company presented the
excellent qualities of the Envoy was a
deciding factor.

POTTERTON MYSON ENVOY BENEFITS
Potterton Myson's Envoy has a range of features wmch are certain to set new
standards within the boiler market. These include:_ Super efficiency, up to 96% in the condensing mode;
_ A range of five models with outputs of 30, 40, 50, 60 and 80,000 Btulhr;
- Meets new CE mark standards;
_ Extremely compact size - 520 mm high, 450 mm wide, 300 mm deep;
_ Turret flue with 360 degree rotation for greater siting flexibility;
_ Extended horizontal and vertical flues up to three metres;
_ Diagnostic display to md fault finding.

Of the award Hanratty said: "It's
flattering to receive an award such as
tills. The whole principle of the boiler is
energy efficiency and the Envoy once
again demonstrates our strong
commjtrnent to the constant
development of energy-conscious
products".
Dubbed "The Heatsaver", the Envoy
helps to conserve finite natural
resources because it uses less fuel to
provide the same heat. Consequently,
atmospheric CO2 emissions are also
lower than any other boiler, and the
innovative new technology has also
allowed Potterton Myson to reduce
atmospheric emjssions of nitrous oxides.
Additional consumer benefits include
the styling - the Envoy blends with any
kitchen decor and fits flush with units.
The controls are easily accessed through
a neat side panel and are extremely
simple to understand.
Complementing the product itself is a
comprehensive installer support package
including training and all necessary
technical back-up.
The Envoy has just recently been
launched but already advance orders
suggest that the product will be a
success.
Contact: Sean Hanratty.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
BSNews. July/August 1995 15
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Cassettair high-performance, high-efficiency supermarket application where the ceilingrecessed system was chosen to optimise use of available floor space

Cassettair Ceiling Cassette Heaters
Cassettair is a unique range of heaters for
universal fitting into suspended ceilings in
shops, boutiques, supermarkets and
offices. They can be installed by one
person before or after the installation of
the ceiling system, and will fit as direct
replacements for ceiling tiles in standard
sizes 600 x 600mm to 625 x 625mm
(single unit) and 1200 x 600mm to 1250 x
625mm (double units).

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
DOI:
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Cassettair has the advantage of being
only 280mm deep, thus fitting comfortably
within the ceiling recess space with
virtually no visual intrusion. Each unit
incorporates two adjustable hanging rails,
allowing movement of the unit in one
direction. Where the hanging rails are
used in conjunction with additional siteinstalled Unistrut rails, units can be
adjusted in any direction to enable fully
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accurate positioning.
Cassetlair also Incorporates a uniquelyprofiled Inlet/outlet grille. This allows the
air Intake and discharge to be positioned
on the same surface and has been
sympathetically designed to maintain the
preferred symmetry and aesthetic appeal
of suspended ceiling installations.
LPHW water connections and power
supply are positioned on the side panel for
ease of access and each unit also utilises
a remote-mounted touch-sensitive
electronic controller which simply plugs in
for control of either single or grouped
units.
Units can be easily maintained, without
removing any ceiling tiles, by lowering the
hinged grille which incorporates a safety
cut-off switch. The unit's removable filter
can be cleaned periodically by brush or
vacuum cleaner by building maintenance
or aning staff.

Coolflo and Fore flo
Coli and Convectors
CooIfIo and Forceflo is a comprehensive
range of fan coils and convection heaters,
combining the latest technology and
materials with a simple design to provide
low cost, low rnaJntenance heating and
cooling solutions. The new range is the

ADYERTJSEMENT FEATURE

Modulair - Innovative
Environment Control
Modulair is another product innovation from
Biddle. It meets all the demands of a modern
air conditioning system yet, uniquely, offers the
added convenience and controllability of an
individual fan coil system.
Modulair offers the following inherent benefits
in a single system - flexibility; high
performance; efficient operation; low noise;
simple installation; and low maintenance.
A cutaway of Modulair - the new Biddle
Modulair allows individual control of
ceiling-recessed modular fan coil system
temperature and ventilation, combined with
minimised noise levels and an exceptionally-compact and streamlined design. It is
suited to new buildings or refurbishment, the configuration of modules being infinitely
flexible, giving greater choice of components in designing the optimum overall
system. Benefits include:
Heating/cooling - The system has the power and performance to condition large
volumes of air, with external resistance of up to 250 pascals;
Fresh air ventilation - The air mixing module is used to introduce fresh air or
recirculated air as required;
High filtration levels - Bag filters are available with grades EU2 to EU9;
Easy installation - Modules are positioned onto the patented hanging rail system
supplied;
Exceptionally quiet - As with all Biddle products, the Modulair system offer
extremely low noise levels.

latest In a long line of Blddle systems
proven over many years In the most
demanding applications.
Forceflo offers a combination of features
which have ensured its place as one of the
most popular heating solutions in public
buildings, schools, colleges, clinics,
libraries, etc. CooIfIo provides cooling of
the environment.

Feetures &Beneftta
Proven engineering and performance;
Tamper-proof, robust construction;
Provides years of reliable service;
CompIles with all relevant regulations;
Minimal maintenance;
Economic running costs;
Single unit or group control;
Easy to Install and operate.
A choice of intake/outlet configurations for
freestanding, recessed, remote, ceiling or
chassIsIwall-mountlng.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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BSNews Special Report

Myson Scanglo Silver
Jubilee Celebration

T

his year marks the
25th anniversary
of Myson Scanglo
in Newcastlewest, Co
Limerick. In classic
entrepreneurial spirit, the
last 25 years have
witnessed the growth and
development of the
company into one of the
leading and most
respected names within
the building services
industry throughout the
world. Markets currently
served from
Newcastlewest include
Ireland, the UK, mainland

Standing: Sean Hanratty with Pat Nolan and Geraldine Penney, Potterton Myson; Jim O'Connell, Jim
O'Connell Supplies; and Vincent Broderick, Potterton Myson. Seated: Claire Hanratty with Carmel Nolan and
Ciaire O'Connel!.

Europe, Japan, New
Zealand, Russia and the
USA.
To mark the Silver
Jubilee occasion Myson
Scanglo's many trading
partners joined with the

MYSON SCANGLO

company's entire staff
complement for a special
celebratory dinner in
Adare recently. The
mood of the evening was
more like a family
gathering than a business

employees to and from
Shannon and Limerick;

o Total sales by Scanglo in

DID You KNow?

1970 was £620,000, compared
to £8,030,000 in 1994;

occasion, reflecting the
genuine partnership
relationship enjoyed by
the company with its
suppliers and custome
This "meeting of friends"
was underscored further

o In 1995 there are five
employees who are currently
in their 25th year with the
company - James Gaire, Pat
Walsh, Rory O'ConneIl,
Michael Lomasney and Denis
Murphy;

o The Scanglo group of

o Total number of valves

companies first began trading
in the UK in 1961 selling
therapeutic exercising
machines, pottery and linen by
mail order;

produced in 1994 was
3,099,352;

o The 45th million valve was

o Myson Scanglo exports

manufactured by the company
on 9 April, 1995.

o In the early days there was a
minibus service bringing

mainly to the UK but also has
markets throughout Europe,
Japan, New Zealand, USA and
Russia;

o CapitaJ investment in 1995
will be approximately
£750,000.

John and Martha English, Hevac

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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by the very obvious tight
and supportive
atmosphere that prevails
within the Myson Scanglo
organisation.
Scanglo International
was set up by Cazzaniga
SPA and Mr Peter
Matson in 1969. With the
cooperation and
assistance of the lOA and
SFAOCO, plans were
drawn up resulting in the
construction of a new
50,000 sq ft factory in
Newcastle West, Co
Limerick.
factory began
production in June 1970
and was officially opened
by Mr P J Lawlor, TO, the
then Minister for Industry
and Commerce in
October, 1970.

Standing: John Brophy, BSS with Vincent Broderick, Potterton Myson; Brendan Boucher, H & V Sales; and
Tom Redmond, PH Ross; Seated: Monica Brophy with Claire Broderick; Carmel Boucher and Josephine
Redmond.

In 1974 the Scanglo
organisation was bought
out by the Myson Group
of Companies and
subsequently became
known as Myson
Scanglo.
The next major
development happened
in 1981 when Myson
up was taken over by
consortium headed by
Ray Wheeler and John
Salkeld.
Finally, in 1989 Myson
Scanglo became part of
the Blue Circle
Organisation. Renowned
worldwide as a major
cement producer, Blue
circle also supplies all
types of home appliances
from lawnmowers to
bathroom suites. The
move to an international
organisation such as this
opened many gateways
for Myson Scanglo as a
manufacturer or radiator
valves and controls.

Standing: Teddy Bourke, T Bourke & Co; Pat Maher; Phil Bourke; Tom
Glynn, OPW and Richard Louth, Potterton Myson.
Seated: Veronica Louth with Catherine Glynn and Maeve Maher.
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Chris and Ciaran Smith, Abbey
Heating, Limerick.
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Valves Dead
End and
Tight
Shutoff

Dead end and tight
shutoff are terms
used frequently in
the valve industry.
Some people
interpret them to
mean a valve seat
closure so tight as
to prevent any fluid
flow past it.
Actually, such a
closure is almost
impossible to
achieve and
maintain any
appreciable length
of time on metal
seated regulators,
writes Bob Gilbert,
Manotherm.
va,ve may have a
perfect "dead end
shutoff' upon
leaving the
manufacturer's factory, but
develop a seat leak within a
short period of time after
being in service due to
uneven wear, expansion, or
contraction of the seating
surfaces.

A

Because of this, the industry
has adopted standards as to
what is considered to be
acceptable leakage, and still
be termed as tight or dead
end shutoff. This is defined
under ANSI B16.104, which
sets forth the maximum
allowable leakage to be
0.01 % of the rated capacity
(Cv).
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss7/1
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When checking a regulator
for dead end shutoff, there
are a few important points to
remember.
When the downstream
demand for steam ceases,
the controlled downstream
pressure will increase
instantaneously above the
reduced pressure setting, as
the regulator cannot close
quickly enough to prevent
excess steam passing the
valve seats. When the
regulator is full closed, and
there is suitable means for
dispensing with the
entrapped downstream
condensate, such as a
steam trap, there will be no
further appreciable build-up
of pressure.
If the downstream line has
no means of removing the
condensate, and the
temperature of the steam is
not reduced by means other
than normal heat loss by
radiation, however, there will
be pressure build-up over
and above that registered at
valve closure. This pressure
increase is caused by the
boiling (through absorption
of heat from surrounding
steam and pipe walls) and
expansion of the entrapped
condensate.
All condensate will boil and
vaporise until the
temperature of the steam is
just equal to the temperature
required to vaporise the
remaining condensate, or
until all of the condensate
has been converted to
steam. The pressure buildup will eventually cease, and
the pressure may then drop

as steam begins to
recondense. The pressure
build-up is rarely so great as
to be objectionable. It is
misleading, however, as
observers sometimes
mistakenly interpret it to
mean that the valve seat is
leaking live steam.
Valve users sometimes
Visually test a regulator for
dead end shutoff by
attaching it to a steam lin
with the valve outlet open to
the atmosphere. They
interpret any visible vapor to
indicate that the valve is
leaking.
This is not a realistic test for
two reasons:

o

Condensate is always
trapped in the low part of the
valve body outlet. It takes a
considerable time after valve
closure for this condensate
to be vaporised by the heat
of the valve body.

o

It is rarely possible for a
regulator to maintain a
shutoff so tight that no vap
is visible.

The proper way to test a
regulator for dead end
shutoff is to install it in a
fashion similar to actual
operating conditions, that is,
with a length of closed
piping on the downstream
side of the valve. Install a
pressure gauge not less
than ten feet away from the
regulator, and observe the
pressure reading of this
gauge. It may creep initially,
but if the valve gives a tight
shutoff, the downstream
pressure will eventually
stabilise.
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HEMS Definitely The
Way Forward
n today's competitive environment,
facilities managers are increasingly
being asked to justify expenditure
on any plant items and plant control
items. While "controls" have always
been seen as a necessary expense to
maintain comfort conditions in
buildings, the advent of the Building
and Energy Management System
(BEMS) has brought about a situation
here the same necessary function can
be carried out but where significant
savings are now possible. Furthermore,
these savings can be made within the
increasingly important "payback
period", writes Sean O'Toole*.

I

Heretofore, the primary function of a
BEMS has been to control all the
heating, ventilation, and airconditioning in a building. While the
BEMS has established itself as the best
means of achieving close control of all
HVAC conditions, it is increasingly
being seen as a tool for controlling and
reducing energy consumption. Indeed,
a recent survey carried out by Forbairt
and the ESB has shown that effective
se of BEMS can lead to an average
overall energy cost savings of 11.5%.

Payback Period
Most end-users aim for a pay-back
period of not more than three years.
The average simple payback period for
BEMS has been calculated at 2.5
years. This makes initial installation
and indeed retrofitting commercially
attractive, especially when other
benefits such as ease of use, remote
monitoring, centralised control,
maintenance management, and alarm
annunciation are taken into account.
Building and Energy Management
Systems are being used increasingly
for metering and targeting. This is

where specific loads are chosen and a
realistic usage pattern is compiled for
that load, ie, what will the kW
consumption be of the load and at what
times during the day can it be expected
to fluctuate? For example, in a
supermarket, if display lighting is
selected, its expected electricity usage
profile will be constructed. Its usage
pattern will then be logged by the
BEMS and this will be compared with
the predicted pattern.
This can alert the user to areas where
electricity saving can be made, but it
will also alert the user if the lighting is
left "on" when it should be "off'. Also,
it has been found that simply
implementing such a system, even in a
very minor way, has heightened the
awareness of the need to con erve
energy.

Start Small
Because of the physical make-up of
Building and Energy Management
Systems - they are generally made up
of distributed, networked out tations they lend themselves quite favourably
to starting small and then growing the
system. This means that experience
can be gained without a major capital
outlay. Because of the fact that the
outstations are intelligent and it is they
that monitor and control the plant to
which they are connected, it is not
always necessary to purchase a
computer and software at the outset.
Most systems can provide a plug-in
keypad for interrogating the outstations
and this keypad will facilitate graphical
review of all monitored points.
Most BEMS suppliers will now supply
small fan coil unit controllers which
are usually mounted on, or adjacent to,
the FCU. These controllers are

Sean O'Toole

generally pre-programmed which
reduces set-up time on site. The benefit
of this is that wiring is kept to a
minimum and it is often possible to
carry this out before the FCU leaves
the manufacturer's works. Indeed, the
only on-site wiring requirement is
generally the communications cable
and the power supply.

MonitorlInterface
Going back to non-HVAC items, it i
now common practice for Building and
Energy Management Systems to
monitor (or in some cases interface
with) items such as gas, electricity, and
water consumption, lifts, generators,
fire alarms, lighting, access, and
combined heat and power units (CHP).
The recent upsurge in the usage of
CHPs has highlighted an area of great
importance for BEMS. These systems
can now determine the total electrical
load of a building, the total heat
requirement of a building and both the
electrical and heat output of the CHP.
From thi they can decide whether it is
commercially viable to run the CHP or
not. Indeed, in many cases it is viable
to operate the CHP almost constantly
and to dump the heat output if it is not
required.
Such involved calculations to aid the
decision-making process would have
been too involved and time consuming
before the advent of the computerised
Building and Energy Management
System.
*Sean O'Toole is Business
Development Manager with Standard
Control Systems, Leixlip, Co Kildare.
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BSNEWS BETTER BUSINESS
situation of your top five customers?
- Do you know what percentage of
your business is accounted for by
your top five customers?
- Do you have an adequate system of
checking credit details of new
customers and reviewing credit limits
on ongoing accounts?

Now!

- Do you regularly review the ITPA
Gazette/Stubbs Gazette?

says Brendan Foster*
nly recently on the pages of
this magazine, insolvency
raised its head again. Lax
credit control procedures and overreliance on a single customer are the
two primary reasons leading to
companies sUffering loss when a
debtor becomes insolvent.
There are few companies which have
not suffered some loss as a result of
one of its debtors becoming insolvent
by going into liquidation or
receivership, and unsecured creditors
are the main casualties of insolvency.
Whatever the prospects secured or
preferential creditors have of getting
paid, it is a rare occurrence for
unsecured creditors to receive any
dividend payment.
There has always been a traditional
conflict between the manager of a
company focused on generating sales
and the accountant or financial
controller sometimes reacting to sales
leads generated in a less than
enthusiastic frame of mind. However,
in small businesses the owner is
faced with fulfiling both roles and
coping with the associated difficulties.
A proper credit control system can
help screen new customers and avoid
potential pitfalls. This involves
securing market information,
assessing the history of the directors,
talking to existing creditors, taking
advantage of company searches and
reserving title of goods. In providing
an unsecured advance of business
you effectively become the debtors
banker and the risks should be
controlled with the prudence of a
financial lender.

O

In the absence of a credit control
system, the owners soon find
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- Do you have proper reservation of
title on goods supplied? Do you have
an "all monies" clause?
themselves firefighting in a constant
battle to control the credit limits of the
principal debtors. They are chasing
debtors rather than satisfying
customers. The focus is off the
business and it therefore suffers as a
consequence.

Warning Signals
With regard to credit control, I have
seen the following scenario reemerge repeatedly:
- Many companies neglect credit
control although one bad debt can
cripple a business concern;
- Many companies ignore the early
warning signs of the impending
insolvency of their debtors such as
delayed payments, payment on
account, cheques returned and
referred to drawer and the promise of
cheques in the post;
- Often some of the creditors
remaining at the commencement of
an insolvency are those who are
inefficient in applying strict and
systematic debt collection
procedures;
- Very few companies are prepared
to take advantage of company
searches to assess the credit risk of
their customers.

Key Questions
I regularly ask my clients to answer
the following questions themselves to
focus their attention on the issue of
credit control:
- Do you know your top five
customers?
- Do you know the general financial

- Do you seek to enforce your
reservation of title when you perceive
the financial difficulty of the debtor?
Even with a stringent credit control
policy there will always be ties when a
business is caught by a debtor.
However, even when a debtor has
initiated insolvency procedures, the
creditor should take steps if possible
to minimise further loss, and one of
the most important of these is to
attend the creditors meeting.
Act now is my advice on insolvency. A
business that sees itself in difficulty
should not carry on regardless hoping
that it will trade out the difficulty. Time
and time again we have seen
companies which traded on until they
reached an almost irredeemable
situation.
Businesses should seek professional
advice as a number of options may be
open which have not yet been
considered. It is essential to inform
creditors in good time as they will be
more sympathetic if full information is
given and they can be assured that, in
light of the facts, the survival of the
company in the long term is in their
best interests.
On the other hand timing is vital to
protect the company against a preemptive strike from others seeking to
exploit the situation or seeking to
protect their own positions.
*Brendan Foster is Director of
Insolvency at Farrell Grant Sparks
and President of the Leinster District
Society of the ACCA.
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David Gannon has over 20 years
experience in dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those years
of experience
were gained
in the
Federated
Union of
Employers (9
years );
Clerys(2
years); and
Switzer Group
(11 years). He
is now
operating as
an independent personnel consultant in all
areas of business. He is also a serving
member of the Employment Appeals
Tribunal.

Changes In
Regulations
he Maternity Protection
Act, 1994 came into
effect on 30 January
1995 with the introduction of
regulations on time off for antenatal and post-natal care.

T

The Act applies to employees
who are pregnant, employees
who are breastfeeding up to 26
weeks from the date of birth and
employees, within 14 weeks of
the birth, who are fathers.
There are no changes to the
provisions and arrangements for
maternity leave as set out in the
Maternity Protection of
Employees Acts 1981-1991. In
fact, these Acts are repealed and
the arrangements for maternity
leave are incorporated in this
legislation.

Natal Care
An employee who is pregnant is
entitled to time off without loss
of pay in order to keep a

medical or related appointment.
This entitlement is subject to the
employee notifying the
employer in writing of the date
and time of the appointment as
soon as is practicable and in any
event not later than two weeks
before the date of the
appointment. Except in the case
of her first appointment, the
employee must also produce, if
requested by her employer, an·
appointment card or other
appropriate document for her
employer's inspection. This
should indicate the date and
time of the appointment and
confirm the pregnancy or
specify the expected week of
confinement.
A similar entitlement to time off
without loss of pay applies in
respect of a medical or related
appointment during the period
of 14 weeks immediately after
the confinement. Again, similar
requirements apply in respect of
the provision of notification to
the employer except that, in this
instance, the date of
confinement should be indicated
on the appointment card.

Health and Safety
In relation to either a pregnant
employee, an employee who has
given birth in the previous 14
weeks or an employee who is
breastfeeding up to 26 weeks
after confinement,
circumstances may exist or arise
in the workplace (whether as a
result of a risk assessment under
the Health, Safety and Welfare
at Work Act, 1989, or because
an employee cannot be required
to perform night work) such that
an employer is required to move
an employee to other work. If it
is not technically feasible or not
reasonable on substantiated
grounds to move the employee
to other work or, if the
alternative work is not suitable
for the employee, then the
employee shall be granted
health and safety leave. The
employer is required to provide

the employee with a certificate
specifying the reason for the
leave, its commencement date
and likely duration. The
employer is obliged to pay the
employee for the first three
weeks of this health and safety
leave. The balance of the health
and safety leave period is paid
for by way of state allowance.
The leave continues as long as
the employee remains qualified
and the risk continues to exist.

Father's leave on death of
mother
If a mother dies within 10
weeks of her confinement, the
father of the child is entitled to
leave from his employment up
to the end of the 10th week.
Subject to certain notification
requirements he may take up to
a further four weeks leave.
If the mother dies after the 10th
week and before the end of the
14th week, the father of the
child is entitled to take leave up
to the end of the 14th week.

Right of return to work
On the expiry of any period of
maternity leave or protective
leave associated with maternity
leave, an employee has the right
to return to the same job, with
the same employer or his
successor if there has been a
change during the period of
leave and on the same terms as
when the leave began. If it is not
practical to provide the
employee with the same job,
then suitable and appropriate
alternative work must be
provided on terms including
place and capacity, which are
not substantially less favourable
to the employee, than those that
applied prior to the
commencement of the leave.
The other requirements relating
to maternity leave continue to
apply and were dealt with in a
previous article.
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Clonan. Many thanks to Matt
and his committee for a very
successful and enjoyable day.

CIBSE Golf in the
Tropics

Results
1st - O"Kane Engineering; 2nd
- Delap & Wailer; Note:
Michael O'Doherty made this a
bit of a family ollting by
bringing his son over from
London!; 3rd - Rink Air
Conditioning; 4th - McGrattan
& Kenny; 5th - Eurogas Ltd.

CIBSE held their annual golf
outing recently in the
Hermitage Golf Club. The four
man team event was played in
tropical conditions on a
magnificant golf course.
The event was held to raise
money for the education fund.
This fund is used to make
students more aware of the
benefits of pursuing a career in
building services. It is also
used to help students in postgraduate and other educational
activities.

Des Binley and Bernard Sweeney discussing extras!

The outing was fully supported
with 44 teams taking part. The
golf was followed by dinner in
the clubhouse and with the
presentation of prizes.
The event was organised by
Matt Mahon, Chairman of
CIBSE Golf Committee, under
the ever watchful eye of Paddy

McGrattan & Kenny receiving their prize (Ior) - Edmund Morris,
Oliver Reddy, CIBSE Chairman, Eamonn McGrattan, Tony Byrne,
Bill Malone and Matt Mohan, Chairman Golf Committee.

Michael O'Doherty and Frank
Quigley now have big ones! they won Big Bertha
Colloway clubs.

CIBSE Technical
Evenings
The first technical evening of the 1995-96 session will be held in
the I El, 22 Clyde Road on 21 September 1995.
The subject for the evening is "Fire Principles" and will look at
new developments in fire technology for the protection of
electronic processing rooms.
Now that the production of Halon extinguishants has ceased, a
number of new alternatives have appeared on the market. The
paper will take a brief look at all of the new agents available, the
new standards that apply and new methods in very early warning
of detection of fires in electronic data processing rooms.
The paper will be pre ented by Tony Johnson who has worked
in the electrical and fire industry for the past 20 years. He has
worked on large overseas projects and specialises in fire risk
management. He is currently working with Champion Fire
Defence as a Technical Sales Engineer.
Delap & Wailer receiving their prize (Ior) - M J O'Doherty with
Maurice Greene, Oliver Reddy, Michael O'Doherty and Michael
McLennon.
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The lecture will commence at 6pm with tea and sandwiches at
5.30pm. We extend an invitation to all to attend.
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment

C8blnetheaters, unltalrhe8ters, alrhandllng units,
radiant heating, destratlflcatlon units, Industrialheating equipment, plpabendlng machine.

I.S. EN ISO 9002

Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.

Dublin Office
Tel/Fax: 01 - 668 0510

ith MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and retum to MARK, so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent

to you.
GS/GC and Clblnet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
Cllno:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to

1000kW.
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Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-<:irculation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard, or any air volume on
request
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from 7kW to

38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100 - KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
* Dual four-digit display (IOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
* Auto/Manual, Self·Tune & Pre·Tune, Ramping Setpoinl
* Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
* Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
* Additional plug·in outputs.
* Comprehensive alarm strategy - AND/OR & loop alarm.
* No-battery design (E 2 technology· 100 years retention)
* IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
* RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)

PROCESS CONTROL

WE CAN OFFER:
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers

- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters

-Dividers
- Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.

MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd • The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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